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LOCAL APPLETS:

A local applet is that which is stored on a local system. We can create our own applet by
own design and embed them into web pages. When local applet embedded in the web page,
web page will search the local system directories, find the local applet and execute it. Local
applets doesn’t required any internet connection for execution.

SYNTAX FOR A LOCAL APPLET:

In the above syntax,
The codebase attribute specifies a path name on system for local applet.
The  path  used  in  codebase  attribute  specifies  replaces  by  folder  containing   HTML
document references to the applet.
The code attribute specifies the name of the class used in applet.
REMOTE APPLET:
An remote applet is that which is stored on a remote computer connected to the internet.

SYNTAX FOR REMOTE APPLET:

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LOCAL APPLET AND REMOTE APPLET:

In local applet codebase specifies a local folder, while in the remote applet, it specifies the
URL at which the applet is located.
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